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DISCLAIMER

The information provided herein is advisory only.

These recommendations provided by CEMA are general in nature and are not intended as a substitute for 
professional advice.  Users should seek the advice, supervision and/or consultation of qualified engineers, safety 
consultants, and other qualified professionals.

Any use of this publication, or any information contained herein, or any other CEMA publication is made with the 
agreement and understanding that the user and the user’s company assume full responsibility for the designs, 
safety, specifications, suitability and adequacy of any conveyor system, system component, mechanical or 
electrical device designed or manufactured using this information.

The user and the user’s company understand and agree that CEMA, its member companies, its officers, agents 
and employees are not and shall not be liable in any manner under any theory of liability to anyone for reliance 
on or use of these recommendations.  The user and the user’s companies agree to release, hold harmless and 
indemnify and defend CEMA, its member companies, successors, assigns, officers, agents and employees from 
any and all claims of liability, costs, fees (including attorney’s fees), or damages arising in any way out of the use 
of this information.

CEMA and its member companies, successors, assigns, officers, agents and employees make no representations 
or warranties whatsoever, either expressed or implied, about the information contained herein, including, but 
not limited to, representations or warranties that the information and recommendations contained herein 
conform to any federal, state, or local laws, regulations, guidelines or ordinances.

Conveyor Equipment Manufacturers Association, Inc. (CEMA)
1250 Tamiami Trail N, Suite 211

Naples, Florida 34102
www.cemanet.org
Copyright © 2016
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1. PURPOSE

The products that conveyor manufacturers produce and incorporate into the end solutions that are delivered 
to customers are frequently installed at elevated heights. Maintenance runways or catwalks are often provided 
as a means to access these elevated conveyors to perform simple maintenance functions or inspections. Most 
regions in North America require the use of a handrail system along the walking surface whenever the height 
of the possible fall is equal to or greater than 48 inches to serve as a means of protection to prevent falls of 
persons (some local ordinances may require fall protection for falls from elevations as low as 19.68 inches (500 
mm)). However, because the incorporation of a hand rail system at the edge of these walking surfaces sometimes 
impede one’s ability to perform simple maintenance functions and inspections, integrators often opt to provide 
a personnel barrier system on the far edge of the conveyor that this catwalk is being used to access.

The purpose of this document is to outline a standardized approach to the material selection and positioning 
criteria for personnel barriers that get applied as a means of fall protection along elevated walking surfaces that 
are intended to provide access to elevated unit handling conveyors.

These approaches flow from the collective experience of the member companies of the Unit Handling Section of 
the Conveyor Equipment Manufacturers Association (CEMA). Their recommendations have been compiled herein 
to promote a safe operating environment for personnel who may access catwalks or maintenance platforms 
adjacent to elevated unit handling conveyors.

Existing Installations. Equipment manufactured, and facilities constructed prior to the effective date of this CEMA 
Safety Best Practices Guideline shall be subject to the inspection, testing, maintenance, and operation requirements 
of this guideline after the effective date. It is not the intent of this Guideline to require retrofitting of existing 
equipment. However, when an item is being modified, its performance requirements shall be reviewed relative 
to the requirements within the current volume.

2. DEFINITIONS

The definitions of terms used within this standard will conform to those identified in ANSI/CEMA Standard No.102 
“Conveyor Terms and Definitions” except as redefined within this section. Additional terms not currently found 
in ANSI/CEMA Standard No. 102 are defined here.

• Barrier rail: the part of a personnel barrier system that consist of a rail, intended to prevent the fall 
of persons.

• Conveying surface: the surface of the conveyor on which conveyed products ride. This surface typically 
coincides with the top of belt on a belt conveyor or the top of the carrier rollers on roller conveyor.

• Intermediate rail: a barrier rail, other than the top rail of a personal barrier system.
• Personnel barrier system or personnel barrier: a system, constructed of structural components, intended 

to act as a barrier to prevent the fall of persons.
• Rail: a structural member, typically placed in a horizontal orientation, fixed on upright supports, serving 

as part of a guard or barrier.
• Toe board: vertical barrier at floor level, erected along exposed edges of a floor or wall opening, 

platform/landing, runway, or ramp to prevent objects from falling over the edge. (Also referred to as 
a toe plate or kickplate).

• Top rail: the barrier rail within the personnel barrier system which is positioned such that it defines 
the top edge of the personnel barrier system.
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3. PERSONNEL BARRIER POSITIONING REQUIREMENTS

For all elevated access surfaces, or catwalks, where the height of the possible fall mandates the use of a personnel 
barrier system, the top rail of the personnel barrier system shall be positioned as illustrated in Sections 3.1 through 
3.3 and Figures 1 through 3 where:

A = Vertical distance from the walking surface (catwalk) up to conveying surface
B = Vertical distance from the walking surface to the top of the personal barrier system top rail
C = Vertical distance from the walking surface to the top of the second barrier rail of the barrier rail system 

(when deemed necessary)
D = Vertical distance from the walking surface to the top of the third barrier rail of the barrier rail system 

(when deemed necessary)
E = Vertical distance from the walking surface to the bottom of the conveyor frame
F = Distance from the top of the catwalk toe plate to the bottom of the conveyor frame

3.1 Vertical Positioning of Barrier Rail System Elements
3.1.1. In areas where the vertical distance from the catwalk up to the conveying surface does not exceed 42 

inches (1067 mm), in lieu of a guardrail on the immediate edge of the catwalk, a barrier system may 
be implemented to the side of the conveyor opposing the catwalk (See Figure 1). When the use of 
such a barrier system is elected, the vertical position of the top rail of the barrier system (Dimension 
“B”) shall be at least 42 inches (1067 mm) above the walking surface of the catwalk, but also be no 
less than 18 inches (457.2 mm) above the conveying surface of the conveyor. 

In some circumstances, where the nominal opening between the top rail and the top of the conveyor 
frame exceeds 18 inches (457.2mm), the addition of 2nd and 3rd intermediate rails may be warranted. 
These additional rails should be positioned such that an 18 inches (457.2 mm) sphere does not pass 
untouched between two adjacent rails. (Figure 1 and Table 1 may be used for additional guidance).

Figure 1. Vertical positioning of personnel rail (above conveyor)
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Table 1. Vertical Rail Position - Relative to Catwalk

A
(in)

B
Top Rail Height

(in)

C
2nd Rail Height

(in)

D
3rd Rail Height

(in)
0 42 28 14
1 42 28 15
2 42 29 15
3 42 29 16
4 42 29 17
5 42 30 17
6 42 24 --
7 42 25 --
8 42 25 --
9 42 26 --

10 42 26 --
11 42 27 --
12 42 27 --
13 42 28 --
14 42 28 --
15 42 29 --
16 42 29 --
17 42 30 --
18 42 30 --
19 42 31 --
20 42 31 --
21 42 32 --
22 42 32 --
23 42 33 --
24 42 -- --
25 43 -- --
26 44 -- --
27 45 -- --
28 46 -- --
29 47 -- --
30 48 -- --
31 49 -- --
32 50 -- --
33 51 -- --
34 52 -- --
35 53 -- --
36 54 -- --
37 55 -- --
38 56 -- --
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Table 1. Vertical Rail Position - Relative to Catwalk (Cont.)

A
(in)

B
Top Rail Height

(in)

C
2nd Rail Height

(in)

D
3rd Rail Height

(in)
39 57 -- --
40 58 -- --
41 59 -- --
42 60 -- --

Note: Dimensions “C” and “D” are nominal and can be adjusted so long as the position of the 2nd or 
3rd rails does not allow an 18 inches (457.2mm) sphere to pass untouched between two adjacent 
barrier elements

3.1.2. In areas where the vertical distance from the catwalk to bottom of the conveyor frame is greater than 
42 inches (1067 mm), a regulation 42 inches guardrail shall be applied at the edge of the catwalk. 
(See Figure 2)

Figure 2. Regulation guardrail when conveyor is more than 42 inches above catwalk

3.1.3. In areas where the distance from the top of the toe board on the catwalk to the bottom of the conveyor 
frame (See Dimension “F” in Figure 3) is greater than 18 inches (457.2 mm), additional barrier rails 
are warranted. The optimum position of this barrier rail is the midpoint between the top of the toe 
board and the bottom of the conveyor frame, however the primary requirement is such that an 18 
inches (457.2 mm) sphere does not pass untouched between two adjacent elements (the barrier rail 
and either the conveyor frame or the catwalk toe board). 

Note: Rare instances (those where the bottom of the conveyor frame is close to 42 inches and the 
cross-section of the material used for the barrier rail is small) may require more than one additional 
barrier rails.
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Figure 3. Vertical positioning of personnel barrier (beneath conveyor)

3.2. Horizontal positioning of personnel barrier system elements
When personnel barrier is provided in accordance with sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 above, the horizontal 
distance between the edge of the conveyor and the personnel barrier should not exceed 8 inches (200 mm)

Figure 4. Horizontal positioning of personnel barrier

4. PERSONNEL BARRIER DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The design of the completed personnel barrier system shall be such that it will not fail when subjected to its 
intended use.

4.1. Top Rail Design Criteria
At minimum, the top rail of the barrier system shall be capable of enduring a 200 lbf (890 N) force acting in any 
direction, except upward, at any point along the length of the rail without residual deformation. Furthermore, the 
top rail of the barrier system shall not deflect more than 3” (76mm) when subjected to this 200 lbf (890 N) load.

4.2. Intermediate Rail Design Criteria
At minimum, intermediate rail(s) of the barrier system shall be capable of enduring a 160 lbf (712 N) force acting in 
any direction, except upward, at any point along the length of the rail without residual deformation. Furthermore, 
an intermediate rail of the barrier system shall not deflect more than 3 inches (76 mm) when subjected to this 
160 lbf (712 N) load.
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Note: Rope, chain, or cable are acceptable materials in certain applications so long as the load and deflection 
criteria are maintained.

5. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.1. Omission of Toe Plate or Toe Board near Obstructions 
In instances where a handrail is not provided at the immediate edge of a walking surface (such as a walkway, 
platform or catwalk), a toe plate, or toe board, conforming to local regulations must be provided at the edge of 
that surface to prevent the possibility of items rolling off the edge. This toe plate, or toe board, can be omitted 
for short distances (not exceeding 24 inches (600 mm)) if the maximum opening between the edge of the surface 
and an adjacent object (such as the conveyor, wall, or other structural building member) is less than 1 inch (25.4 
mm) and the relative position of that object is such that it will prevent the possibility of items rolling off from 
the surface.

Figure 5. Ommission of toe plate near obstruction

5.2. Inclusion of filler plate between catwalk and conveyor 
In instances where a handrail is not provided at the immediate edge of a walking surface (such as a walkway, 
platform or catwalk), and the horizontal distance from the edge of that walking surface (or its toe board as 
described in Section 5.1) exceeds 8 inches (200 mm), a filler plate shall be provided between the catwalk and 
conveyor. The design criteria of this filler plate shall be aligned with the requirements of the adjacent walking 
surface (walkway, platform or catwalk). If the distance between the catwalk and conveyor exceeds 24 inches (610 
mm) then regulation guardrail should be applied to the immediate edge of the catwalk or alternative proactive 
measures shall be implemented.
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Figure 6. Filler plate between catwalk and conveyor

6. INSPECTION/MAINTENANCE

Periodic walkthrough and inspection of guard rail systems is necessary to ensure that the guarding remains 
effective. Inspect the personnel barrier systems, any welds and/or fasteners to make sure they are tight and 
secure. Inspection is also required any time work is performed in the area that requires removing or modifying 
the personnel barriers.
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